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Share your data — IU DataCORE provides a means for you to publish your data through a protected 
and secure repository, making your research more visible to the world.
Compliance with grant requirements — Depositing your data into IU DataCORE enables you to 
demonstrate compliance with funding agency requirements to share and archive your data sets.
Get credit for your work — You can assign a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to your work upon deposit, 
making it easier for people to cite and properly attribute your data sets.
Preserve your data — The Indiana University Libraries is committed to preserving the data sets 
deposited into IU DataCORE. 
It's Free — There is no charge to deposit data into the IU DataCORE repository in most cases.
Local Assistance — Librarians can meet with you to help guide you in preparing your data set for 
deposit into IU DataCORE. 














Main types of Open Access
Gold Open Access
● Author pays a 
publication/processing 
charge to the publisher 
$400 - $11k
● Published version of 
record is immediately 
and permanently open 
access
Green Open Access
● No publication fee
● Published version of 
record is not Open 
Access
● The Author makes a 
previous version open 






● No publication fee







• For work covered by 
BFC OA policy
• ~1700 research outputs
• Articles and short form 
work subject to IUB OA 
Policy










The Global Ontology of 
Separation
INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON
Our goal is to make it as easy as possible to 




• ~10,000 research 
outputs
• Articles, conference 
proceedings, media, 
and data 




IUSW is one version
INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON











contact you for 
correct version
Process
We deposit all 







Our goal is to make it as easy as possible to 




The CV Service provides an 
amazing opportunity to quickly and 
painlessly navigate the 
sometimes confusing spaces of 
preprints, postprints, and publisher 
embargoes! The CV service was 
especially beneficial for getting 
publications circulating in highly 
visible ways. 
For example, IUScholarworks 
publications pop up near the 
top of Google Scholar searches in 
topics in my research areas.  





Finding and using spatial data, including GIS software
Creating map-based data visualizations
Spatial data management
Print and digitized map collection at Herman B Wells Library
Research Guide at guides.libraries.indiana.edu/gis
Research Impact
INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON
Our Research Identity & Impact Services
Indiana University Libraries can assist you with research identity 
management by helping you with three major components:
1. Creating a unique online ID to differentiate you from other 
researchers
2. Managing your online profile to ensure that your qualifications and 
research output are accurately reflected
3. Tracking the impact of your work using online tools
INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON
Questions? 
• What feature/ benefit do you want to know more 
about?
• What is still confusing? 
Contact IUScholarWorks: iusw@indiana.edu
